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Abstract

Background: Extracted ion chromatogram (EIC) extraction and chromatographic peak detection are two important
processing procedures in liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS)-based metabolomics data analysis.
Most commonly, the LC/MS technique employs electrospray ionization as the ionization method. The EICs from
LC/MS data are often noisy and contain high background signals. Furthermore, the chromatographic peak quality
varies with respect to its location in the chromatogram and most peaks have zigzag shapes. Therefore, there is a
critical need to develop effective metrics for quality evaluation of EICs and chromatographic peaks in LC/MS based
metabolomics data analysis.

Results: We investigated a comprehensive set of potential quality evaluation metrics for extracted EICs and
detected chromatographic peaks. Specifically, for EIC quality evaluation, we analyzed the mass chromatographic
quality index (MCQ index) and propose a novel quality evaluation metric, the EIC-related global zigzag index,
which is based on an EIC’s first order derivatives. For chromatographic peak quality evaluation, we analyzed and
compared six metrics: sharpness, Gaussian similarity, signal-to-noise ratio, peak significance level, triangle peak area
similarity ratio and the local peak-related local zigzag index.

Conclusions: Although the MCQ index is suited for selecting and aligning analyte components, it cannot fairly
evaluate EICs with high background signals or those containing only a single peak. Our proposed EIC related
global zigzag index is robust enough to evaluate EIC qualities in both scenarios. Of the six peak quality evaluation
metrics, the sharpness, peak significance level, and zigzag index outperform the others due to the zigzag nature of
LC/MS chromatographic peaks. Furthermore, using several peak quality metrics in combination is more efficient
than individual metrics in peak quality evaluation.

Background
One of the critical tools for effective metabolomics studies
is liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS).
LC/MS is a sensitive technique that separates chemical
mixtures based on their physical properties and evaluates
their mass to identify the species present. To perform the
mass spectrometry, the sample must first be ionized.

LC/MS utilizes electrospray ionization (ESI) rather than
electron ionization (EI), used in gas chromatography/mass
spectrometry (GC/MS). The ‘spray’ technique produces
relatively high quality mass spectra, but often fails to gener-
ate distinct peaks on the total ion current (TIC) traces.
Efficient methods of extracting the selected or extracted
ion chromatograms (EICs) and distinguishing the analyte
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peaks by inspecting the chromatograms at appropriate m/
z values need to be developed [1-4]. Currently, EICs can
be extracted by binning the data points in two-dimen-
sional space (m/z and scan number) into each centroid
mass with a specific tolerance [5] or by tracing the mass
slices with several continuous scans using advanced pat-
tern recognition or video processing-inspired object tra-
cing approaches [6,7]. The binning method is a simple,
direct method; however, it suffers when an m/z larger
than the fixed tolerance drifts between scans and can split
a single analyte signal into two neighboring bins. On the
other hand, the tracing method can resolve the splitting
issue; however, it may produce low-quality extracted EICs
displaying high noise and background levels that weaken
or bury meaningful analyte peaks. This is due to contami-
nants along with other factors such as the LC mobile
phase, atmospheric environment, or solvent types [8-10].
In the worst cases, the extracted EICs contain nothing
but background and noise. Therefore, efficient methods
to evaluate extracted EIC quality and filter out the “bad”
EICs before the downstream time-consuming peak detec-
tion processing are highly desired.
The extracted EIC can contain multiple peaks with

similar m/z values, but different retention times, possi-
bly due to the presence of isomers. Detecting peaks,
especially exactly finding the analyte related chromato-
graphic peaks and acutely locating their elution starts
and ends, from the EICs is another critical step in LC/
MS-based metabolomics data analysis. Chromato-
graphic peaks can be detected by directly analyzing the
local maximum points [11], matching chromatographic
peaks with the second derivative of the Gaussian func-
tion using a fixed window width [5,6], or analyzing the
EIC’s two dimensional continuous wavelet transform
(2D CWT) coefficients [6,12]. The local maximum
point detection-based method frequently overestimates
the number of detected peaks and the matched Gaus-
sian filter approach only can detect peaks with fixed
widths. Although the 2D CWT methods are promising,
LC/MS chromatographic peaks still present a challenge
due to limited scan number (usually 5-20 scans) and
the common zigzag peak shape. This makes low sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (SNR) peaks even more difficult to
be detected. Additionally, when the spectra are trans-
formed from continuous profile mode into centroid
mode, spikes with only one or several continuous
scans are common and difficult to be distinguished
from authentic analytical peaks [13]. Therefore,
efficient methods to evaluate the detected chromato-
graphic peak’s quality and filter out the “bad” chroma-
tographic peaks prior to downstream processing are
also highly desired.
In this paper, we investigated potential metrics for

evaluating extracted EIC and detected chromatographic

peak quality. Specifically, for extracted EICs, we ana-
lyzed the mass chromatographic quality index (MCQ
index) [8] and proposed a novel EIC quality evaluation
metric, named the EIC-related global zigzag index,
based on the EIC’s first order derivatives. We also ana-
lyzed and compared a comprehensive set of chromato-
graphic peak quality metrics including sharpness,
Gaussian similarity, SNR, peak significance level, triangle
peak area similarity ratio (TPASR), and local peak-
related zigzag index. We conducted both case studies
and comprehensive performance evaluations of these
metrics. The case study-based evaluations were con-
ducted by analyzing several representative EICs and
chromatographic peaks with challenging features com-
mon to metabolomics data. The comprehensive metric
evaluations were performed on a complete data set.
During data processing, the metric cutoff thresholds
were varied, both individually and in combination, fol-
lowed by calculating the Recall, Precision, and F-Score
for the whole dataset. The case study-based evaluation
was used to evaluate the metric’s performance against
specific, known issues, whereas the comprehensive eva-
luation was used to show the overall performance.
Based on the case-specific and comprehensive eva-

luations and analyses of the extracted EICs, we con-
cluded that the MCQ index is more suitable for
selection and alignment of analyte components, but
cannot fairly evaluate EICs with high background sig-
nals or with only a single peak. Our proposed EIC
related zigzag index can efficiently evaluate both sce-
narios. In the case- specific and comprehensive evalua-
tions and analyses of the chromatographic peaks, the
sharpness, peak significance level, and zigzag index
outperformed the other three metrics due to the zigzag
nature of LC/MS peaks. Furthermore, combining sev-
eral peak quality metrics proved to be more efficient
than using a single metric for chromatographic peak
quality evaluation.

Methods
The extracted EIC can be represented by its specific m/z
value; however, it is possible to have multiple peaks due to
isomers or individual analyte components with common
fragments, which need a further peak detection procedure.
The detected chromatographic peaks can be derived from
biologically meaningful analytes, and also can be from che-
mical noise, which are usually represented by its specific
m/z, the position of its apex, and the left and right
boundaries.
Therefore, in LC/MS metabolomics data analysis,

development of effective quality evaluation metrics for
both EICs and chromatographic peaks is necessary and
highly desired. In the following subsections, we will
provide detailed descriptions of the metrics used to
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evaluate the extracted EICs and detected chromato-
graphic peaks.

Quality evaluation metrics for extracted EICs
MCQ index. LC/MS uses ESI techniques, which com-
monly result in high background levels and spike noise in
the chromatograms. The spikes can be detected by calcu-
lating the similarity index between the original and its
smoothed version, which is sometimes referred to as the
spike detection index. The background can be detected by
the calculating the similarity index between the original
and its mean-subtracted version, which is sometimes
referred to as the background detection index. The MCQ
index[8] incorporates the two similarity indexes by calcu-
lating the similarity between the original mass chromato-
gram and both the smoothed and mean-subtracted
versions. Currently, the MCQ index is widely used for
noise reduction and candidate component detection in
LC/MS data analysis, particularly for chromatographic
alignment [10,14].
Global zigzag index. The extracted EICs and their

local chromatographic peaks commonly display a zigzag
shape. Here we propose a new metric, named the “zigzag
index”, to measure the degree of EIC zigzag. Compared to
local chromatographic peaks, the EIC zigzag metric is a
global index used to evaluate the degree of zigzag in the
extracted EICs. Suppose the extracted EIC intensities are
represented by N data points as I1, I2, ... , In-1, In, In+1, ... ,
IN the procedure to calculate the zigzag index is as follows:

1) Calculate the effective peak intensity by subtract-
ing the baseline at the peak apex:

EPI = Max(I1, I2, . . . , In−1, In, In+1, . . . , IN) − Baseline(Apex) (1)

2) Calculate the EIC’s first-order derivative and
acquire the increment for each data point pair:

dn = In − In−1, dn+1 = In+1 − In;n = 2, 3 . . .N (2)

3) Calculate the variance between each neighbor
increment pair:

v(dn, dn+1) = (dn − dnmean)2 + (dn+1 − dnmean)2 and dnmean =
(dn + dn+1)

2.0
(3)

4) Using formula (2), the variance can be repre-
sented as:

v(dn, dn+1) = 0.5 ∗ (2In − In−1 − In+1)2 (4)

Where (2In - In-1 - In+1)
2 indicates the local zigzag degree

of data point In-1,In and In+1, then the zigzag sum is:

Sum zig zag =
∑n=N−1

n=2
(2In − In−1 − In+1)

2 (5)

5) Calculate the average and normalized zigzag index:

Zigzag index =

∑n=N−1
n=2 (2In − In−1 − In+1)

2

N ∗ EPI2
(6)

From a mathematical viewpoint, the MCQ index is
defined by the statistical distribution and can approxi-
mate global quality, whereas the zigzag index is defined
according to the continuous transition of neighboring
points, measuring shape quality. Additionally, the MCQ
index has a dynamic range between 0 and 1.0, while the
zigzag index has a dynamic range between 0 and 4.0.
Based on the indexes above, an extracted EIC quality

filtering procedure can be determined. An extracted EIC
can be considered high quality only if the calculated
MCQ index is higher than a user-specified threshold or
if the calculated global zigzag index is lower than a
user-specified threshold.

Quality evaluation metrics for detected chromatographic
peaks
Sharpness. Suppose the detected peak profile intensities
between its left and right boundaries are represented as
I1, I2, . . . , Ip-1, Ip, Ip+1, . . . , IN. Where N is the total
data point number and p is the peak apex index. The
sharpness of the detected chromatographic peak is
defined as follows [15,16].

Sharpness =
∑p

i=2

Ii − Ii−1

Ii−1
+

∑N−1

i=p

Ii − Ii+1
Ii+1

(7)

Gaussian similarity. The ideal chromatographic peak
can be estimated by classical or modified Gaussian func-
tions [17]. The Gaussian similarity is calculated from
the detected peak intensities’ dot product and Gaussian
curve fitting. This is used to evaluate the symmetric
quality of the detected chromatographic peaks [16].
SNR. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a relative criterion,

usually defined in the wavelet domain and estimated
based on the high and low frequency peak signal com-
ponents [18,19]. Usually, SNR is estimated by the ratio
of the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) coefficient
at a marker point to the 95% quantile of the absolute
CWT coefficient at scale 1 [18].
Peak significance level. Peak significance level[20] is

defined by the ratio between the mean intensity of data
points near the peak apex and the mean intensity of
data points near the two boundaries.
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TPASR. The Triangle Peak Area Similarity Ratio
(TPASR)[20] is defined as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

TPA = 0.5 ∗ Peak Width ∗ Intensity(Peak Apex)

RPA =
Right Boundary∑
i=Left Boundary

Intensity(i)

TPASR =
|TPA − RPA|

TPA

(8)

TPASR provides an index for the proximity of the
detected real peak and the triangle peak connected by
the apex and two boundaries. A TPASR value close to 0
indicates a better peak quality.
Local zigzag index. Similar to the global zigzag index

that can evaluate the zigzag degree of the extracted EIC, a
local zigzag index can be used to evaluate the zigzag
degree of local detected chromatographic peak. The calcu-
lation procedure is identical to the EIC global zigzag index
and lower zigzag index values denote higher peak quality.
Of the six metrics, Gaussian similarity, SNR, peak sig-

nificance level, and TPASR can be used to evaluate the
chromatographic peak quality from a macro viewpoint,
whereas the sharpness and local zigzag index evaluate
quality from a micro viewpoint. Combined, these criteria
provide a more comprehensive evaluation of detected
chromatographic peak quality.

Results and analysis
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the metrics for the
extracted EIC and the detected chromatographic peak, all
of the EIC’s and peak’s chromatogram data points should
be provided. However, the analytical output from existing
LC/MS data analysis tools including XCMS [5], MZmine
[11], and MAVEN [7] only provide peak feature’s informa-
tion. Therefore, a data processing platform that is compa-
tible with the existing tools and capable of extracting and
accessing chromatographic data points was required. To
solve this issue, we developed our own data processing
program in Matlab, which consists of four sequential mod-
ules: 1) acute EIC extraction, 2) EIC quality evaluation and
filtering, 3) chromatographic peak detection, and 4) peak
quality evaluation and filtering (Figure 1).
Of the four modules, the mass trace method was

adopted for acute EIC extraction. This is based on
region of interest (ROI) detection in a two-dimensional

scan or in retention time vs. m/z space. A CWT-based
method was adopted for chromatographic peak detec-
tion. The mathematical principles for these methods are
similar to those adopted in the latest XCMS.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our software and

metrics, a real LC/MS profile dataset was generated
using an Agilent HPLC system interfaced with a quad-
rupole-time-of-flight (Q-TOF) Premier mass spectro-
meter. Figure 2 shows the total ion chromatogram
(TIC) of the analyzed ultra-performance liquid chroma-
tography (UPLC)/MS profile.
Using our developed data processing program and the

LC/MS profile dataset, case-specific and comprehensive
analysis and evaluation for the extracted EIC and the
detected chromatographic peak quality metrics were imple-
mented. In the following subsections, we will describe our
case-specific and comprehensive evaluation results.

Case-specific evaluation and analysis

Case evaluations and analysis by representative EICs
In our Matlab-based data processing program, the main
parameter for the mass shift tolerance was configured to 40
ppm. In total, 611 EICs were extracted. The MCQ index
and global zigzag index were calculated to evaluate the EIC
quality. Figure 3 shows six representative extracted EICs
and their metric measurements are given in Table 1.
Figure 3 andTable 1 demonstrate several types of

observations commonly found in the LC/MS dataset.
The EIC with EIC_ID = 40 (Figure 3B) is an obviously
good EIC. It has good chromatographic shape with low
background and no obvious spike noise. Its evaluation
metrics produced a relatively high MCQ index and low
zigzag index indicating that it is a high quality EIC and
can be used as a reference chromatographic peak for
alignment. The EIC with EIC_ID = 167 (Figure 3F) is an
obviously “bad” EIC and accordingly its evaluation
metrics produced a relatively low MCQ index and high
zigzag index. The EICs with EIC_ID = 27 (Figure 3A)
and EIC_ID = 90 (Figure 3C) contain relative high back-
ground signals, possibly due to solvent contaminants.
This resulted in a relatively low background detection
index and MCQ index. The EICs with EIC_ID = 90
(Figure 3C) and EIC_ID = 154 (Figure 3E) have more
data points and contain multiple peaks, whereas the EIC
with EIC_ID = 134 (Figure 3D) only contains few data

Figure 1 Flowchart of the data processing program. The program consists of four modules: acute EIC extraction, EIC quality evaluation and
filtering, chromatographic peak detection, and peak quality evaluation and filtering.
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points of one single peak. Despite their high background
or containing few data points, they can still be consid-
ered “good” EICs due to their fair local chromatographic
peak shape. However, the evaluation metrics produced
relatively low background detection indices and MCQ
indices, indicating that these EICs are “bad.” Conversely,
the zigzag index for these EICs was relatively low, indi-
cating high quality EICs. In fact, only the obviously
“bad” EIC with EIC_ID = 167 produced a relatively high
zigzag index. Therefore, we concluded that the MCQ
index cannot fairly evaluate EIC quality, especially in
cases with high background or containg only single
peak. However, our proposed zigzag index was able to
fairly evaluate those EICs.

Case evaluations and analysis by representative
chromatographic peaks
A CWT-based peak detection method was adopted to
detect meaningful chromatographic peaks from the
extracted EICs. Frequently LC/MS produces some “good”
chromatographic peaks that should be considered for
downstream analysis and some noisy or low quality peaks
that should be avoided. In this study, we aimed to iden-
tify a metric or metric combination that could distinguish
between “good” and “bad” peaks. After consulting with
experienced experts, twelve peaks were selected for our
case-specific evaluations, consisting of six representative
“good"’ and “bad” peaks each (Figure 4).
The six representative “good” peaks included ideal peaks

with nice characteristics such as being smooth and sym-
metrical and those having lower background. It also
included some non- ideal peaks including those with high
background/baseline, asymmetrical peak shape with a long
tail, a sudden intensity drop near the apex position, or a
generally good profile but with a zigzagging shape. Six
representative “bad” peaks with equivalent characteristics
were also selected. These representative “good” and “bad”
peaks were evaluated using the previously described peak

quality metrics. Table 2 and Table 3 show the evaluation
metrics for the “good” and “bad” peaks, respectively.
To further validate the peak quality evaluation metrics,

all of the metric values for the “good” and “bad” peaks
were subtracted by their mean values and normalized to
[-1.0 ~ 1.0] by dividing their maximum value, respectively.
We then performed a clustering analysis on the twelve
peaks using all six normalized metric values (Figure 5).
As can be seen in Figure 4, there were some obvious

differences between the “good” and “bad” representative
peak groups, but there were also some less significant
differences between the “good” peaks. However, looking
at the evaluation metrics in Tables 2 and 3, it was not
easy to distinguish “good” from “bad” peaks based on
one or two individual metrics. For example, peak_A2
(EIC_ID = 40, apex_scan = 334) had lower Gaussian
similarity due to asymmetric peak shape and peak_A4
(EIC_ID = 90, apex_scan = 243) had relatively low
sharpness and peak significance due to the intensity
drop at the peak apex. It was difficult to judge the qual-
ity of peak_B6 (EIC_ID = 338, apex_scan = 264) from
SNR because it was comparable to other good peaks;
however, the peak had excessive zigzagging and a rela-
tive low signal intensity, detected by the zigzag index
and peak significance level, which appropriately desig-
nated it low quality peak.
The evaluation metric clustering analysis showed that

the six “good” and six “bad” representative peaks were
clearly clustered into two groups (Figure 5). In addition,
we observed some information redundancy and correla-
tions between the peak significance, sharpness and SNR
metrics. An increased peak significance also showed
increased sharpness and SNR. Taken together, these
results suggested that good chromatographic peaks should
have a relatively high sharpness, Gaussian similarity, SNR,
and peak significance level, but a relatively low TPASR
and zigzag index. Using one or two individual metrics
would be insufficient to fully evaluate chromatographic

Figure 2 TIC of the analyzed UPLC/MS profile.
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Figure 3 Plots of six representative EICs. The extracted EICs are represented with their specific m/z and unique EIC_ID: (A) [72.0810, 27], (B)
[79.1092, 40], (C) [90.0552, 90], (D) [110.168,134], (E) [118.188,154], and (F) [121.158 167].
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Table 1 Metric measurements of six representative extracted EICs.

Extracted EIC with Spike Detection Index Background Detection Index MCQ Index Zigzag Index

EIC ID Central m/z

27 72.0810 0.9952 0.4895 0.4798 0.0034

40 79.1092 0.9976 0.9742 0.9717 0.0003

90 90.0552 0.9934 0.4637 0.4563 0.0057

134 110.168 0.9910 0.3360 0.3115 0.0289

154 118.188 0.9879 0.8942 0.8807 0.0004

167 121.158 0.9984 0.1024 0.0855 0.5562

Figure 4 Plots of six representative “good” and “bad” detected chromatographic peaks. The “good” and “bad” chromatographic peaks are
labeled as group ‘A’ and ‘B’, and also represented with the specific EIC_ID and apex elution’s scan number: (A1) [36,210], (A2) [40,334], (A3)
[90,216], (A4) [90,243], (A5) [153,333], and (A6) [205,640]. (B1) [61,352], (B2) [90,197], (B3) [154,420], (B4) [154,630], (B5) [211,559], and (B6) [338,264].
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peak quality. However, combining the proposed metrics
can efficiently distinguish “good” peaks from “bad” peaks.

Comprehensive evaluation and analysis
The existing tools for LC/MS-based metabolomics data
analysis generally aim to identify biological meaningful
peaks while filtering out as many noisy peaks as possi-
ble. The processing modules in the currently available
tools include EIC quality filtering and chromatographic
peak filtering. This is usually achieved by simply com-
paring them based on some threshold or criteria; there-
fore, the evaluation methods and cutoff thresholds
greatly affect the final peak detection performance.
Currently, there is no comprehensive evaluation of final

peak detection performance with the adopted evaluation
metrics and their cutoff thresholds. Additionally, authen-
tic chromatographic peaks may come from mixtures of
metabolites or solvents, producing divergent observed
peaks from identical data sets between different tools. To
conduct a comprehensive evaluation and analysis of the
metrics proposed in this study related to final peak detec-
tion performance, we needed an efficient method to
define the “ground truth peaks.” Here, we adopted the
strategy proposed by Tautenhahn et al. [6] where a peak
is considered a ground truth peak if it can be detected by
multiple tools. Three open-source tools, XCMS [5],
MZmine [11], and MAVEN [7], were employed. These
tools are widely used in LC/MS metabolomics data analy-
sis and always can provide reliable analysis results.

Parameter configurations for the open-source LC/MS tools
XCMS, MZmine, and MAVEN were developed by three
different groups and adopted different approaches. XCMS
was developed in R and configured with two options,
‘MatchedFilter’ and ‘centWave’, to detect meaningful chro-
matographic peaks. MZmine was developed in Java with
the ‘centroidPicker’ algorithm implemented for chromato-
graphic peak detection. MAVEN was developed in C++
and equipped with a complex, machine learning-based
peak filtering method. In addition, some of the configur-
able parameters for the three tools are slightly different.
For example, XCMS and MZmine define peak width by
scan units or minutes, respectively. Therefore, the software
parameters must be carefully configured to produce com-
parable values. The scan rate for our analyzed UPLC/MS
dataset is one scan per 1.2 seconds and we configured the
optimal parameters for XCMS, MZmine, and MAVEN
accordingly (Table 4).

Ground truth peak definition
We used the three tools to analyze the same UPLC/MS
dataset and produced individual peak lists. Each peak is
represented by its m/z and retention time value at the
apex. Additionally, we specified 0.05 Da as the m/z tol-
erance and 5 seconds as the retention time tolerance to
ensure that two peaks from two different software tools
would be considered the same peak if they fall within
the specified tolerance. Then, we analyzed the three out-
put peak lists and counted the identical peaks detected

Table 2 Metric measurements of six representative “good” chromatographic peaks

Detected Chromatographic Peaks Sharpness Gaussian Similarity SNR Peak Significance TPASR Zigzag Index

EIC ID Apex m/z Left boundary Right boundary

36 76.0394 204 218 8.9705 0.9166 8.0778 12.7402 0.1566 0.0176

40 79.1103 319 353 11.3840 0.6215 25.843 10.9250 0.1286 0.0011

90 90.0550 209 225 5.1435 0.9113 7.1372 7.0022 0.1905 0.0110

90 90.0554 235 251 2.6920 0.9450 7.5643 3.9047 0.0783 0.0245

153 118.086 326 342 5.0117 0.8970 9.4289 7.1237 0.2745 0.0082

205 133.106 625 659 6.4712 0.9674 23.1665 12.6363 0.1683 0.0166

Table 3 Metric measurements of six representative “bad” chromatographic peaks.

Detected Chromatographic Peaks Sharpness Gaussian Similarity SNR Peak Significance TPASR Zigzag index

EIC ID Apex m/z Left boundary Right boundary

61 81.2037 350 358 1.3857 0.9204 1.7314 1.4284 0.2824 0.1146

40 90.0552 192 202 0.7868 0.9708 3.0460 1.3116 0.4495 0.0849

154 118.194 416 424 1.4336 0.7430 1.8057 1.4668 0.0134 0.2167

154 118.195 627 637 2.1550 0.6153 2.0857 1.3998 0.2241 0.7840

211 134.987 547 565 2.8075 0.5157 2.2730 1.3840 0.5540 0.9587

338 190.253 259 270 2.1482 0.8328 6.6839 1.5912 0.1919 0.3399
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by all three tools, those detected by two tools, and those
detected by only one tool. Figure 6 shows a Venn dia-
gram of the output peak analysis results from the three
tools.
In this UPLC/MS dataset, 402 identical peaks were

detected by all three tools, demonstrating their peak
detection consistency. However, there were some identi-
cal peaks only detected by two of the three tools. There-
fore a ground truth peak was defined as those peaks that
were detected by at least two tools. We calculated the
ground truth peak number using equation (9) and com-
posed a ground truth peak list.

NP = N(MAVEN ∩ MZmine) +N(MAVEN ∩ XCMS) +N(MZmine) ∩ XCMS)

−2N(MAVEN ∩ MZmine ∩ XCMS)
(9)

Where, N(MAVEN ∩ MZmine ∩ XCMS) means the
number of identical peaks detected by MAVEN and
MZmine, and N(MAVEN ∩ MZmine ∩ XCMS) means
the number of identical peaks detected by the all three
tools. The ground truth peak list defined the authentic
peaks contained in the dataset and were used to define
the true positive peaks in our program.
If a peak detected by our program (represented as × in

the following equations) was also found in the ground
truth peak list, it was considered a true positive peak.
The true positive peak number TP for our program was
calculated using equation (10).

TP(X) = N(X ∩ TruePeaklist) (10)

Based on the ground truth peak definition and the
true positive peaks, we can calculate the Recalls, Preci-
sions and F-Scores for our program using equations
(11)-(13).

Recal(X) =
TP(X)
NP

(11)

Precision(X) =
TP(X)
NP

(12)

F − Score(X) =
2Recall(X) ∗ Precision(X)
Recall(X) + Precision(X)

(13)

We excluded our program from the ground truth peak
definition, due to the varying metric cutoff thresholds
for EIC and chromatographic peak quality evaluation.
Using the three external tools with well-configured para-
meters provided stable peak detection results that could
be used as a benchmark to assess our program and the
quality metric’s performance.
Additionally, using the Venn diagram (Figure 6), we

calculated the peak detection performance for XCMS,
MZmine and MAVEN, measured by Recalls, Precisions
and F-Scores and listed in Table 5.

Figure 5 Clustering analysis results for the “good” and “bad” representative chromatographic peaks. The good peaks are labeled
Peak_A1-Peak_A6 and the “bad” peaks are labeled Peak_B1- Peak_B6. The clustering analysis was performed using all of the six peak quality
evaluation metrics: peak significance, sharpness, SNR, Gaussian similarity, TPASR, and zigzag index.
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Comprehensive evaluation and analysis of EIC quality
metrics
Our program’s final peak detection is affected by any of
the four analysis modules: acute EIC extraction, EIC eva-
luation and filtering, chromatographic peak detection, and
chromatographic peak evaluation and filtering, as seen in
the LC-MS peak detection flowchart (Figure 1). In order
to specifically investigate the relationship between EIC
quality filtering and final peak detection performance, we
fixed the parameters in other three modules and systema-
tically varied the EIC quality evaluation filtering method
and cutoff threshold. Then we calculated the correspond-
ing Recalls, Precisions, and F-Scores to evaluate the final

peak detection performance. The tests were performed
using the existing MCQ index and our proposed zigzag
index as the filtering method respectively. The final peak
detection performance of the two EIC evaluation methods
is shown in the Figure 7.
The results showed that as the cutoff threshold was

loosened (increasing zigzag index threshold or decreasing
MCQ index threshold), the Recall increased and Preci-
sion decreased accordingly; however, the F-Score, a more
balanced evaluation value, increased fast initially and
then decreased slowly. The maximum F-Scores for the
two evaluation metrics appear at a zigzag index = 0.7 and
MCQ index = 0.6, approximately. The maximum F-Score

Table 4 Parameter configurations for XCMS, MZmine, and MAVEN.

Methods Parameters

XCMS Method: “centWave”
Mass resolution = 40 ppm, peakwidth = c(5,50)

MZmine Chromatograph parameters:
Noise level = 10, m/z tolerance = 0.08 or 40 ppm, Min time span = 0.1 min.
Peak deconvoluted parameters:
Min peak height: 50, Peak duration time range: 0.1-1.0 min.

MAVEN Feature detection parameters:
Mass resolution = 40 ppm, Time resolution = 3 scans.
EIC processing parameters:
EIC smoothing = 5 scans, Max group RtT difference = 0.1 min.
Peak scoring parameters
Peak classifier model=default model, Min. Good peak/group = 1, Min. signal/Base line ratio = 2, Min. peak width = 5 scans, Min. signal/
Blank ratio = 2.00, Min. peak intensity = 100 ions.

Figure 6 Venn diagram of all detected peaks from the same UPLC data set by XCMS, MAVEN, and MZmine. The overlapping (red
colored) subsets were used as ground truth peaks.
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for the zigzag index evaluation method is obviously larger
than for MCQ index method, which further validates the
advantages of our proposed zigzag index for EIC quality
evaluation.

Comprehensive evaluation and analysis of
chromatographic peak quality metrics
In the case-specific chromatographic peak evaluation, we
have initially investigated six metrics for chromatographic
peak quality evaluation. In order to specifically study the
relationship between final peak detection performance and
the individual peak quality metrics’ cutoff thresholds, we
bypassed the EIC quality filtering, selected one of the
metrics, and adjusted its cutoff threshold systematically.
We then calculated the corresponding Recalls, Precisions
and F- Scores for the final peak detection performance
analysis. The final peak detection performance plots are
shown in Figure 8.
As seen with the EIC quality metrics, as the cutoff

thresholds loosened, the Recall increased, the Precision
decreased, and the F-Score increased to a maximum
value, then decreased. Among the six chromatographic
peak quality evaluation metrics, the F-Score curves for
sharpness, peak significance level, and zigzag index have
an obvious maxima and their F-Scores value are higher
in magnitude than the other three metrics. The sharp-
ness, peak significance level, and zigzag index metrics
are advantageous for chromatographic peak quality eva-
luation because of the zigzag-like peak shapes observed
in LC/MS chromatogram.
We also observed that all of the maximum F-Scores

were smaller than 0.6. This is due to the bypassed EIC
quality evaluation and use of a single metric to evaluate
and filter the chromatographic peaks. However, if the
six metrics are combined, it is very easy to achieve a
relative high F-Score. For example, when we set Sharp-
ness_Th = 2.0, Gaussian_Similarity_Th = 0.6, SNR_Th =
1.3, Peak_Significance_Th = 1.2, TPASR_Th = 0.8, Zig-
zag index = 0.9, we achieved a final Recall = 0.7076,
Precision = 0.6186, and F-Score = 0.6601, which further
supports our observation that several metrics should be
used to evaluate chromatographic peak quality.
Additionally, when we selected the global zigzag index as

the EIC evaluation metric in the EIC evaluation and filter-
ing module and set the EIC_Zigzag index_Th = 0.9, we

can achieved better peak detection performance with
Recall = 0.6927, Precision = 0.7700, and F-Score = 0.7293.

Conclusions
In this paper, we comprehensively investigated the quality
evaluation metrics for the extracted EICs and the detected
chromatographic peaks. For the EIC quality evaluation, we
proposed a novel metric named the global zigzag index
that can fairly evaluate the EICs with high background or
containing only one single peak, in contrast to the existing
MCQ Index. For the detected chromatographic peak qual-
ity evaluation, a comprehensive set of metrics including
sharpness, Gaussian similarity, SNR, peak significance
level, TPASR, and local zigzag index were analyzed and
compared. Of the six peak quality metrics evaluated, the
sharpness, peak significance level, and zigzag index outper-
formed the others due to the zigzag nature of LC/MS
chromatographic peak shapes. Furthermore, we demon-
strated that combining several peak quality metrics was
more efficient than using an individual metric to evaluate
the chromatographic peak quality.
Generally speaking, an ideal chromatographic peak

should have a relatively high Gaussian- similarity, sharp-
ness, SNR, peak significance, and a relatively low
TPASR and zigzag index. While combining several
metrics achieves better results, setting an optimal cutoff
threshold for each metric still is a challenge task.
Machine learning-based approaches, such as support
vector machine (SVM), should be investigated to auto-
matically identify good peaks in the future. This requires
compiling and curating a sufficient number of “good”
and “bad” representative peaks for training samples.
From there the metrics described here could be used as
input features for SVM model training. However, the
presented quality evaluation metrics for extracted ion
chromatograms and chromatographic peaks already
demonstrate an significant improvement in quality peak
detection and analysis. This represents a first step
towards addressing the unique data analysis challenges
seen with LC/MS-based metabolomics data.

Availability and requirements
Availability: The LC/MS profile dataset and Matlab
scripts are available upon request.
Project name: Quality evaluation of extracted ion

chromatograms and chromatographic peaks in liquid
chromatography/mass spectrometry-based metabolomics
data.
Operating system: Platform independent.
Programming language: Matlab.
Other requirements: None.
License: None for usage.
Any restrictions to use by non-academics: None.

Table 5 Peak detection performance of XCMS, MZmine,
and MAVEN.

Method Recall Precision F-Score

XCMS 0.8513 0.7293 0.7856

MZmine 0.7150 0.8070 0.7582

MAVEN 0.9318 0.8139 0.8688
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